
Stellenangebot vom 15.03.2024

Junior UI Developer (m/f/d)

Fachrichtung: Programmer: Game

Developer

Art der Beschäftigung: Vollzeit

Eintrittsdatum: ab sofort

PLZ / Ort: Berlin

Land: Deutschland

Firmendaten

Firma: Sandbox Interactive GmbH

Straße & Hausnummer: Pappelallee 78-79

PLZ / Ort: 10437 Berlin

Ansprechpartner

Name: Zezgin Sahinbas

Position:

Straße & Hausnummer: Pappelallee 78-79

PLZ / Ort: 10437 Berlin

E-Mail: zezgin.sahinbas@sandbox-interacti

ve.com

Job-Beschreibung

OUR GAME

Collaborate closely with internal teams and UI designers to develop & improve User

Interface features of Albion Online

Identify, prioritize and execute tasks in an agile production environment

Creatively solve problems: Analyze player feedback as well as internal feature

requirements and implement solutions

 

YOUR TALENT

Minimum Qualifications
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Have a degree / an education in software engineering or computer science (or

equivalent)

Experience in Unity game development: Please provide a portfolio

Strong C# skills; able to write maintainable, clean code

Good knowledge of algorithms, data structures and design patterns

Experience with any UI system (e.g. Unity UI Toolkit, Microsoft WPF, …)

Fluency in written and spoken English (C1-level)

Experienced working with agile software development methodologies such as Scrum or

Kanban

Worked with version control systems (e.g. SVN, Git, Perforce)

Preferred Qualifications

Experience with XML, Json

Experience with online games

Drive to improve and polish existing systems

Able to work under pressure and always stay calm and friendly

Competence in the German language

 

OUR OFFER

BVG corporate ticket: 

Receive a free company ticket for Germany's public transportation system

Personal Development: 

Have a high degree of autonomy and ownership from the start

Develop your skills through company-sponsored training and language courses

Enjoy company-sponsored tickets for Devcom & Gamescom in Cologne

Hybrid Work model: 

Combine the best of both worlds, and enjoy the freedom to switch between working

in the office and working remotely

Modern & Well-Equipped Office: 

Work in the heart of Prenzlauer Berg, a central, vibrant neighborhood in Berlin with

many dining and entertainment options

Enjoy height-adjustable tables, five ergonomic chair options, dimmable lighting,

and acoustic panels

Start-up perks: 

Benefit from free drinks and food in the office

Participate in team events, breakfast weeks, summer and winter parties

Sustainable business: 

Join a thriving and profitable company on an upward trajectory

Gaming-driven culture: 

Join a supportive team of gaming experts with a strong passion for what they do

Global reach: 

Join a team of industry experts shaping a game enjoyed by hundreds of thousands

worldwide
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